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Jump To: 3. The F has four new truck engines, all coupled to a revised six-speed automatic
transmission. Each engine delivers improved fuel economy, outstanding performance and
class-leading capability. This versatile new powertrain lineup enables F customers to choose
the engine that best suits their needs. Available at launch are a 3. Each of the engines offers an
unequaled combination of attributes that matter most to F customers: torque, horsepower, fuel
economy, performance, durability, reliability and capability. The F lineup will deliver
best-in-class fuel economy. When the 3. Extensive testing program to ensure truck application
To ensure the highest quality, most reliable engines, Ford engineers studied the warranty
history of the outgoing engines and developed testing procedures based on the real-world
driving experiences from current F drivers. Prototype engines underwent a wide range of tests
to ensure complete compatibility with truck application and truck durability, with all
components and systems passing testing to the equivalent of , miles. Components such as the
exhaust manifolds and the crankshaft forged steel were upgraded, piston-cooling jets and oil
coolers were added, and engines were specifically calibrated for improved heavy-duty operation
and durability in F The result is a lineup that delivers class-leading towing and payload
capability with outstanding horsepower, torque and fuel economy. The 3. Key attributes
include:. In particular, more work was done on the bottom end of the engine, a strong point of
all Duratec V6 engines. Other enhancements for durability include a forged-steel crankshaft,
cast-iron exhaust manifolds and a die-cast aluminum oil pan, which supports a 10,mile interval
for oil changes. The design of the cylinder bore and piston rings has been optimized for
efficient lubrication. In addition to engine durability, Ti-VCT leads a host of technologies that
increase overall engine efficiency. The piston squirters enable faster engine warm-up, and the
polished buckets reduce friction, which aids fuel economy. The 5. While this 5. First, the
camshafts were tuned to improve low-speed torque, which is key to truck customers. Also, the
The hardware added to the 5. The new aluminum block is 70 pounds lighter than the 5. The 6. Its
attributes include:. The engine will be standard on the F SVT Raptor and other specialty
applications, and pumps out up to horsepower and lb. Ford Motor Company is the first and only
manufacturer to equip its entire full-size pickup truck lineup with fuel-saving six-speed
automatic transmissions as standard. For the first time, a six-speed automatic transmission is
standard in F on all engines. Several available enhancements have been added to the proven
6R80 transmission to help F customers tow more easily, including SelectShift with both
progressive range select and manual functions. Progressive range select allows the customer
to reduce the range of available gears while in Drive. When the customer taps down into range
select mode, the display shows the available gears and highlights the current gear state. This
feature allows the driver to limit the use of upper gears when heavily loaded or while towing on
grades. The control system will hold that gear for a full manual transmission feel. The new
engines for the Ford F follow the all-new engine lineup for the Ford F-Series Super Duty
introduced earlier this year and highlighted by the 6. The Ford 5. The new 5. As a result, Ford
engineers managed to create a much smaller displacement engine that produces the same
amount of power as its competitors and runs on regular 87 octanes unleaded gasoline. While
the 5. It has four-bolt main bearing caps and a deep crank-case. The 5. The connecting rod
length is 5. While the iconic Ford 5. There is a three-layer metal gasket between the engine
block and each cylinder head, providing reliable sealing in between. The intake and exhaust
valve are actuated by camshafts via roller finger followers equipped with hydraulic lash
adjusters. The Coyote 5. Cylinder head covers are made of plastic. The intake plenum of the
plastic intake manifold is located low between the two cylinder banks. It is fitted with a
"drive-by-wire" electronic throttle body with variable runner control. Originally introduced, 5.
Mustang GT 5. The F 5. A torque-biased version of the Coyote for the Ford F pickup truck
compared to the Mustang GT variant provides less maximum power but excellent low-end and
mid-range torque. The detuned F 5. In , Ford switched from the more traditional cast iron
sleeves in the block to the Plasma Wire Arc Transfer cylinder liner technology. This increased
the bore diameter from The Gen 3 Coyote engine features dual-fuel, high-pressure direct
injection with low-pressure port fuel injection and an increased compression ratio of These
changes are relevant to both the Mustang GT and F with 5. For the Mustang GT, the Gen3 5. The
"Five-Oh" is known as a rock-solid reliable engine. The reason is in its relative simplicity and
time-tested design, similar to the previous 4. There are forged connecting rods, strong forged
crankshaft, iron sleeves, reliable timing chains, and traditional port fuel injection. This
combination provides good long-term durability at the same incredible level of performance.
The only downside, fuel economy for the 5. For , Ford made numerous revisions to the 5. Iron
sleeves are gone. They were replaced with spray-on bore liners that can't be redone in a local
shop. Ford also added direct fuel injection that sprays fuel directly into the combustion
chamber. In pursuit of EcoBoost power and fuel efficiency, the revised engine became more

complex, expensive to produce and repair. Now it mostly depends on what kind of power
delivery you like. For the model year Boss Mustang, Ford introduced a high-performance variant
of the 5. Compared to a regular Coyote V8, the Road Runner engine features a forged steel
crankshaft, forged aluminum pistons, CNC ported cylinder heads, and a high-flow intake
manifold taken from the R racecar. Besides that, the engine was equipped with a revised
camshaft with a high lift exhaust profile. The compression ratio is The modern Boss engine lost
10 lb-ft 14 Nm of torque at peak when compared to the standard GT, but at the same time
provides more horsepower at outlandish 7, rpm redline due to grater airflow characteristics. The
Boss was rated at kW hp at 7, rpm and lb-ft Nm of torque at 4, rpm. Home Ford 5. Ford 5. Engine
Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block material. Cylinder head material. Fuel
type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm. Displacement, cc.
Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine oil
weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile. The Ford F is one of the most popular
vehicles in America. In fact, the F has been an American classic since the mids. So, what are
some of the Ford F 5. We have the details including what led to a lawsuit! Although the Ford F is
one of the most beloved trucks on the road these days, there are some serious issues with the
5. Along with the Ford F oil consumption problems, a class action lawsuit was filed, including
the F10 trucks that are equipped with the five-liter engines. According to reports, specific F
trucks that were manufactured between F, allegedly have multiple as well as serious defects,
causing excessive oil consumption. Many F owners are also making the claim that their Ford F
trucks are using too much oil. With these oil consumption problems, the engines are eventually
stalling and will fail without notice- while driving at various speeds. The lawsuit alleges that
Ford tried to conceal this issue from F owners. Additionally, F truck owners are also stating that
they are stuck with trucks that have absolutely no resale value- due to the alleged issue of
excessive oil consumption. In the class action lawsuit, Ford is reportedly refusing to provide an
adequate and complete repair of the F trucks that have the 5. The lawsuit also alleges that Ford
continues to ignore the pleas of F owners, until there is major engine work needed- an engine
rebuil d-for example. F truck owners also allege that Ford is refusing to pay for the repairs to the
trucks, or offer free fixes to the engines. The 5. This includes the oil that is within the oil filter.
Each F truck that is outfitted with the Coyote 5. This system helps to determine when the oil
should be changed, based on the F and how that truck is used. According to the class action
lawsuit that was filed, the oil change indicator on the F trucks could possibly illuminate with
only 3, miles on the truck. Also stated in the excessive oil consumption class action lawsuit, the
F 5. The lawsuit states that the 5. As a result, the amount of oil in the engine is reduced. Not
only is there a decrease in fuel efficiency, but carbon deposits begin to form inside the F
engines- thus damaging both emissions components and ignitions. Not only is excessive oil
consumption a major issue with the Coyote 5. This led to an insufficient amount of piston ring
tension- resulting in the engine oil to travel to the combustion chambers. Instead, the oil burns
and is furthermore consumed during the combustion cycle. There is also an issue with the
crankcase allegedly becoming pressurized- since gases from the combustion cycle are able to
make their way to the crankcases. Not only are there for these issues with the Ford F 5. The
gasses are able to escape from the combustion chamber and go past the piston and oil ringseventually making their way to the crankcases. The Ford F truck owners who have vehicles with
the 5. Check out some accounts of issues below! This Ford F 5. The owner of this F with a 5.
The dealership reportedly told the owner that the knocking sound heard, was normal. The owner
then continued to drive the car, but then took the truck back to the dealership. Ford mechanics
told the owner that the engine was a faulty one, while the first remanufactured engine for the F
sounded rough. The second remanufactured engine that was placed in the truck was knockingso stated the F owner. After the installation of the engines, the Ford dealership was not certain
as to what next steps to take. The F owner had to wait for Ford to get an engineer to look at the
truck. Whether you have a 5. If those moving engine parts are not properly and completely
lubricated, things can go bad, FAST. For several Ford F owners, they allege that excessive oil
consumption is leading to stalled engines and engine failure that comes with no warning. Just
imagine driving down a highway at 65 MPH and your engine locking up! The excessive oil
consumption lawsuit is layered with several service bulletins from Ford. In March of , one Ford
service bulletin stated that F truck owners could receive a replacement of the oil filter as well as
the PCV valve. Ford then asked F truck owners to return after 3, miles for an evaluation
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and inspection. If Ford saw that the problem persisted, the Ford dealership was to replace the

engine long block assembly- a job that would take about 12 hours to finish. Later, Ford released
an additional bulletin telling the techs to quit replacing the engines, and to just add more oil to
the F trucks. In addition to the 5. One of the biggest indicators of a head gasket leak, is the
smell of burnt oil. You will be able to smell it coming from your engine. A leaking head gasket is
one of the most solvable issues with the F In addition to the excessive oil consumption, the 5.
Some of those problems include:. Ignition coil failure is a condition that can lead to an improper
as well as an imbalanced 5. If you decide to drive your truck without strong and sturdy spark
plugs , you may experience engine misfiring as well as host of other issues. Other issues
include reduced fuel efficiency and even difficulty starting your F truck. Why Us? How it works
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